
Our Story

Hi! My name is Heather Rolinski and I founded 
Good Soul Shop, an online marketplace for 
sustainable living. At Good Soul Shop, we help 
#goodsouls reduce waste, non-recyclable 
plastic, and toxins from their lives. We commit to 
bringing high quality, carefully curated products 
to our online marketplace. 

Good Soul Shop was born out of a desire to 
encourage and support individual accountability 
with reducing our impact on the environment. 

Good Soul Shop is an exciting venture designed to influence positive change. During my 
career, I've been blessed with opportunities to travel the world for work. I spent fifteen 
years living in California and nearly four years living in Tokyo, Japan. Can you believe 
there isn’t a single piece of trash on the streets of Tokyo? My experience abroad 
radically changed my view of the world. While in Tokyo, my job took me to countries all 
over Europe and Asia.  

I was exposed to ‘green living’ and saw what other cities were doing to minimize 
household and individual impact on the environment, including through clean energy 
and mandated recycling programs. Personally, I adopted a healthier, eco-conscious 
mindset and lifestyle over time. 

Why I Started Good Soul Shop

Many people want to make a difference, reduce waste, and provide toxin-free items 
to their families but aren’t sure how. So I started Good Soul Shop to support each 
person inside and outside of our fine state to adopt a sustainable lifestyle, meeting them 
where they are on their journey. We accomplish this through our online shop, and 
through our community outreach programs, speaking engagements, and online blog 
and video content. 



My journey did not happen overnight and yours doesn’t have to either. I started small by 
swapping plastic bags for reusable bags, plastic straws for stainless steel, making my own 
shampoo (er, no poo), eliminating paper towels and napkins, and so on. 

The changes one makes today to reduce waste, combined with another person’s 
effort, and another person’s effort, and so on will collectively make a positive impact. 
We only get one planet and one life. And personally, I want my nieces to grow up in an 
environment with clean air and water, with bees buzzing, and free from toxins and 
disease. Utopia? I hope not. It's up to all of us to create this future and clean up our 
planet for the generations to come. 

Our Purpose
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We know that sustainability doesn't 
just live at the individual level. As a 
conscious company, we look at the 
full eco-system for how a product 
is produced and provided to 
consumers. We aim to educate and 
raise awareness about wasteful 
business and manufacturing 
practices, rallying consumers to 
vote with their wallets and raise 
their voices about zero waste, 
clean energy, and toxin-free living. 

Good Soul Shop offers a range of carefully curated, high-quality sustainable goods for the 
conscious consumer. This includes products for kids and babies, the kitchen, bathroom, 
home, and lifestyles. We also support people who aren’t zero waste but strive to eliminate 
toxins and are interested in less waste. Good Soul Shop’s belief is by gaining the trust and 
loyalty of our customers, we can support their transition to non-disposable products. 


